My Life’s Snapshots

First deserve, then desire!

Recycle

1/6 + 1/5 = My love + I

HBU Huskies

Houston Cougars
How I used the Top Ten Tips:
1. The equation was created using the equation editor.
2. Family pictures were inserted from my computer.
3. The refraction picture was uploaded from my H-Drive.
4. Pictures were edited by using the picture tools.
5. The title was created using Word Art.
6. I added the following shapes: cloud, callout and explosion 1.
7. The CSI screenshot was obtained from http://www.cbs.com/primetime/csi/
8. I added a page border using page layout.
9. I grouped the text box and a shape (explosion 1).
10. The following images came from clipart: teacher, recycling, sewing machine, taurus, magnifying glass and ice-cream.
11. I used google.com to find Mario brothers, Avid, UH and HBU logos. The links are:
   http://www.binarymoon.co.uk/files/images/newsupermario.jpg
   http://www.bcps.org/offices/avid/images/avid.gif
   http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_F1tPmbifnfQ/SPELLQhoEqI/AAAAAAAAAvU/m43bBVXmhmg/s400/HouCoug2.gif
   http://www.drtomobrien.com/_images/sportsteams/hbu.jpg

My students can use collage to:
1. Show their understanding of the Lab safety rules and symbols.
2. Learn the structure and function of the human body systems.
3. Compare and contrast different types of catastrophic events.
4. Sequence the life cycle of a Star.
5. Show examples of Newton’s Laws of Motion.
6. Illustrate real-life examples of simple machines.
7. Review parts of an atom.
8. AVID students can research and compile information about colleges that they plan on attending.